Alzheimer’s Research UK Conference – 2020 ICC Wales
Exhibitor Opportunities
Our vision is a world where people are free from the fear, harm and heartbreak of dementia.

Alzheimer’s Research UK is Europe’s leading dementia research charity.

We battle the stigma and enable more people to take part in research.

Alongside our world-leading research, we play a vital role in informing the public about dementia.
The Alzheimer’s Research UK Conference 2020 will be held at the brand new ICC Wales in Newport.

The conference brings together scientists from a range of research backgrounds who all share a common mission to defeat dementia.

It is a fantastic opportunity for researchers to share their knowledge and form new collaborations.

Delegates are mainly UK based scientists in the dementia research field from a range of disciplines including neuroscience, psychiatry, molecular biology, neuropathology and genetics.
Exhibitor Packages

PREMIUM EXHIBITOR PACKAGE

• Company logo in the Alzheimer’s Research UK Conference programme booklet.
• Company logo and link on the Alzheimer’s Research UK Conference 2020 website.
• An insert/flyer included in the delegate packs (given to all delegates upon arrival).
• Exhibition stand, which includes a table, two chairs, space for a pop-up banner and Wi-Fi.
• Two delegate passes allowing representatives access to the scientific talks on both days of the Conference (17 and 18 March 2020).

£1,000 excluding VAT
Exhibitor Packages

**BASIC EXHIBITOR PACKAGE**

- Company logo in the Alzheimer’s Research UK Conference programme booklet.
- Company logo and link on the Alzheimer’s Research UK Conference 2020 website.
- An insert/flyer included in the delegate packs (given to all delegates upon arrival).
- Exhibition stand, which includes a table, two chairs, space for a pop-up banner and Wi-Fi.
- Two exhibitor passes. Please note that exhibitor passes do not allow access to the scientific talks at the Conference

£750 excluding VAT
Exhibitor Add Ons

We recognise that you may wish to tailor your exhibitor package to your needs and therefore we offer the following add ons.

**ADDITIONAL DELEGATE PASS**

£200 excluding VAT Two Days
£125 excluding VAT One Day

Exhibitors with the premium package have two delegate passes included in their package, however should they wish to purchase additional delegate passes they can do so (subject to availability) at the above reduced rates. Exhibitors with the basic package do not have any delegate passes included (only two exhibitor passes, which do not grant access to the scientific talks) however, should they wish to purchase delegate passes they can do so (subject to availability) at the reduced rate.

**ADDITIONAL EXHIBITOR PASS**

£100 excluding VAT

Exhibitors also have the option to purchase extra exhibitor passes at the above rate, should they need more than two representatives on their stand. Please note that exhibitor passes do not give access to the scientific talks at the Conference. If representatives wish to attend the talks then additional delegate passes should be purchased.

**ADDITIONAL DELEGATE BAG INSERT**

£100 excluding VAT

Opportunity to have an additional insert/flyer included in the delegate bag given to all attendees upon arrival.
For more information please contact the Conference Team

Direct line: 01223 896710
Email: conference@alzheimersresearchuk.org